Separate and combined effects of nutrition during juvenile and sexual development on female life-history trajectories: the thrifty phenotype in a cockroach
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We have yet to understand fully how conditions during different periods of development interact to influence life-history structure. Can the negative effects of poor juvenile nutrition be overcome by a good adult diet, or are life-history strategies set by early experience? Here, we tested the influence and interaction of different nutritional quality during juvenile and sexual development on female resource allocation physiology, life history and courtship behaviour in the cockroach, Nauphoeta cinerea. Nymphs were raised on either a good-quality or poor-quality diet. After adult eclosion, females were either switched to the opposite diet or remained on their original diet. We assessed mating behaviour and lifetime reproductive success for half of the females from each treatment. We evaluated reproductive investment, somatic investment and resource reallocation from reproduction to the soma via oocyte apoptosis in the remaining females. We found that poor juvenile conditions resulted in a fat phenotype with slow juvenile growth and short reproductive lifespan that could not be retrieved with a change in diet. Good juvenile conditions resulted in the converse, but again fixed, phenotype in adulthood. Thus, juvenile nutrition sets adult patterns of resource allocation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a changing environment, plasticity allows organisms to respond adaptively to existing conditions. There are limits, however, as plasticity has to trade-off with life-history constraints. Furthermore, current life-history traits may trade-off against other past, current or future traits (Beckerman et al. 2002; Taborsky 2006; Boggs 2009). It is therefore important to consider the entire life history of an organism when examining potential plasticity and its limits.

The effect of poor early life conditions on fitness and adult traits are well documented and include: reduced size and increased age at maturity (Abrams et al. 1996), smaller energy reserves (Birkhead et al. 1999), inferior competitive ability (Hunt et al. 2005), decreased immunocompetence (Birkhead et al. 1999) and increased stress related pathology (Lummaa & Clutton-Brock 2002; Ozanne et al. 2004). Less clear is the extent to which organisms can overcome a poor early start (e.g. Blount et al. 2006). The response to early life conditions and the capacity for plasticity are known to be highly variable between species (Metcalfe & Monaghan 2001; Ali et al. 2003; Dmitriew & Rowe 2006; Monaghan 2008). Further, although the adult response to early life conditions is well characterized in vertebrates (Lindström 1999), less work has been done to elucidate its effects within other animals (Nylin & Gotthard 1998; Ali et al. 2003; Dmitriew & Rowe 2006). Defining how life-history traits respond to variation in environments across developmental stages in a variety of taxa is needed to increase our understanding of when there can be plasticity in life-history trade-offs (Boggs 2009).

When considering how early experiences trade-off with later traits, the life cycle of the study species may be important. For example, the nutritional niches of juveniles and adults differ dramatically for many insect species, with a period of complete tissue remodelling associated with entering the adult niche (e.g. holometabolous insects such as flies, beetles, butterflies or hetero-hemimetabolous insects such as dragonflies, mayflies). For these species, conditions experienced as juveniles may not be informative of adult conditions, and thus juveniles may be predicted to curtail development in order to benefit from improved adult conditions. Studies investigating the effects of early life nutrition on life-history traits in insects in which metamorphosis is accompanied by a change in niche show that periods of food restriction throughout juvenile development are associated with a smaller adult body size (Blanckenhorn 1998; Boggs & Freeman 2005), reduced nymphal and adult fat stores (Dmitriew & Rowe 2005; Stoks et al. 2006) and reduced adult starvation resistance (Gotthard et al. 1994; Dmitriew & Rowe 2006).

In contrast, the conditions experienced as juveniles are a good indicator of the adult environment in species where juveniles and adults share a common niche (pauro-hemimetabolous insects such as cockroaches, earwigs, grasshoppers and true bugs). The increased
information available as juveniles regarding the quality of the adult environment leads to the prediction that poor conditions may lengthen development so that individuals can accumulate resources for use in adult activities such as reproduction. However, greater predictability of the adult environment may also result in reduced ability of adults to respond to a change in diet quality (Velasc & Walter 1993). However, there are few studies on the effects of early life nutrition on life-history plasticity in pauro-hemimetabolous insects to test these predictions.

Here, we tested the hypothesis that a pauro-hemimetabolous life history leads to reduced plasticity under environmental variability by examining the relative effects of diet quality at two key demographic developmental stages, juvenile development and sexual maturation, on the life history of female cockroaches of Nauphoeta cinerea. Previous studies on N. cinerea have shown that females evaluate food availability during sexual maturation and use this information to alter adaptively shown that females evaluate food availability during sexual maturation (from eclosion to 18 days, Barrett et al. 2009). Individuals were either maintained on the initial juvenile diet or switched to the opposite diet for the period of sexual maturation prior to mating. We found that when food quality changed upon adult emergence, females followed the same allocation patterns as determined by juvenile conditions and females of poor juvenile backgrounds were less able to compensate than those that had been reared in good conditions. Our findings give initial evidence that insects that share a common niche throughout their life history have opposite life-history priorities to those that change niche, and that resource allocation pathways appear to be constrained by juvenile conditions, limiting the animal’s ability to respond to new conditions.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Animal husbandry and experimental design

We manipulated diet quality in two life-history stages: juvenile development (from first instar to adult eclosion) and sexual maturation (from eclosion to 18 days, Barrett et al. 2009). Juvenile and sexual maturation diet was either a poor-quality unbalanced diet (P), or a good-quality balanced diet (G). Thus, we had four diet manipulation combinations (PP, PG, GG, GP, n = 150 for each). The good-quality diet consisted of 50 per cent fish food (Kusuri Super Growth, 63% protein, 8.1% fat, 0.69% carbohydrate) and 50 per cent oatmeal (Mornflake, 16.9% protein, 11% fat, 22% carbohydrates), whereas the poor-quality diet contained 100 per cent fish food. Little is known about the nutritional ecology of N. cinerea. Many cockroach species are omnivores with diets rich in nitrogen, store protein and prefer high carbohydrate diets (Cochran 1985; Cohen 2001; Jones & Raubenheimer 2001; Kopanic et al. 2001; Raubenheimer & Jones 2006). Further, high-protein diets can result in increased mortality and morbidity (Cochran 1985; Jones & Raubenheimer 2001; Boersma & Elser 2006; Raubenheimer & Jones 2006).

We produced the diets using oatmeal and high-protein fish food bound together with water, or fish food only in the water. The mixture was forced into 0.25 cm holes in a 30 × 30 cm piece of Perspex mounted on an MDF board of the same size, and baked into pellets at 70°C. The most substantial differences between the two diets are in the quantities of protein and carbohydrates. However, fish food and oatmeal differ in other respects (e.g. vitamins and minerals, oils of marine and vegetable origin, Zajitschek et al. 2008). This means that we did not exclusively manipulate protein or carbohydrate content per se, thus we refer to the diets as good (G) and poor (P) quality.

We maintained mass colonies and all experimental animals of N. cinerea in incubators under standard rearing conditions of 28°C with a 12/12 photoperiod with ad libitum access to water and our standard food source (rat & mouse expanded diet; B & K Universal Ltd., Hull, UK). We isolated experimental individuals as first instar nymphs, sourced directly from the large mass colonies, and assigned nymphs randomly between the four diet manipulation treatments. We collected 150 first instar nymphs for each diet treatment. There was no significant difference in the size of the nymphs allocated to each treatment (ANOVA, F1,596 = 0.575, p = 0.632). At this stage, nymphs cannot be sexed, consequently some nymphs were males (approx. 1 : 1 sex ratio), and some nymphs also died during development, thus resulting in a different number of females available for our sexual maturation diet manipulation (PP = 57, PG = 57, GP = 75, and GG = 76).

(b) Female reproductive and somatic condition

We measured mass and pronotum length (as a proxy for size) at adult eclosion of all females. We measured mass again at 18 days post-adult eclosion (end of the sexual maturation period), at which point we ended the diet manipulation. At 18 days post-adult eclosion, we dissected approximately half of the females from each of the four treatment groups to assess ovarian development state and size of fat stores. This involved dissecting the ovaries and the fat body from each female. We immediately assayed one ovary, chosen at random, for levels of apoptosis using the Vybrant Apoptosis Assay Kit No. 4 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) as described by Moore & Sharma (2005). Apoptosis assays were used to indicate whether resources were being reabsorbed from oocytes (Barrett et al. 2008). We used the remaining ovary and the fat body for measuring dry biomass. We obtained dry mass by weighing 2 × 3 cm strips of foil that had been dried in a drying oven for 12 h to remove residual moisture using a UMX2 ultra-microbalance (Mettler-Toledo Ltd. Leicester, UK), mounting the dissected organs on the foil, allowing specimens to desiccate in a drying oven for 48 h at 70°C, and then weighing both the foil and the dried organ. The foil mass was deducted from the total mass to calculate the dry organ mass.

(c) Female receptivity, courtship and reproductive success

We used the remaining adult females from each of the four treatment groups in mating trials at 18 days to assess fecundity and longevity. At 18 days, all females are sexually receptive, even under poor nutritional conditions (Barrett et al. 2009). We placed each experimental female into a 17 × 12 × 6.5 cm clear plastic mating arena with a randomly assigned virgin 10-day-old male. We observed and recorded courtship and mating behaviour using the methodology of Clark et al. (1997). Most receptive females respond to male courtship display within minutes. We observed all pairs until the start of copulation, or for 20 min if copulation did not occur. We allowed courtship to continue for 20 min rather than the 5 min shown to be sufficient to indicate long-term unwillingness to mate (Moore 1990), owing to
the potential effect of dietary stress on female receptivity. We measured male willingness to court experimental females as the time between approach and the initiation of courtship. We measured female choosiness as time from initiation of courtship to start of copulation. In *N. cinerea*, female mate choice depends on an absolute threshold rather than relative differences among males (Moore & Moore 1988). Thus, courtship speed is an indicator of mate preference (Clark et al. 1997). We returned mated females back to individual containers. All females were provided with ad libitum food (rat chow) and water and returned to standard rearing conditions following mate trials. *Nauphoeta cinerea* is ovoviviparous and gives live birth, and we checked females daily for parturition of offspring. We removed clutches from the female on the day of birth and counted the number of offspring born. After each clutch was removed, we returned females to their container to await the birth of the next clutch. We observed females until their death, which we recorded. We analysed development time, adult longevity and total lifespan using a Kaplan–Meier survival analysis and tested for significant differences between diet manipulations using the Cox Regression Tarone–Ware log rank test.

3. RESULTS
(a) Effect of juvenile and sexual maturation diets on growth and survival
The quality of diet during juvenile development, but not during sexual maturation, affected the distribution of time spent at different developmental stages, but not overall survivorship (figure 1). Nymphs raised on the poor-quality diet were more likely to die prior to eclosion than nymphs raised on the good-quality diet (Tyrone–Ware $\chi^2 = 40.59$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.001$). Of those that survived to adult eclosion, nymphs that were fed the poor-quality diet took longer to develop into adults than nymphs raised on a good diet. For these individuals, the time spent between isolation as first instar nymph and adult eclosion was significantly affected by juvenile diet (figure 1a; Tyrone–Ware $\chi^2 = 61.117$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.001$). Juvenile diet quality (Tyrone–Ware $\chi^2 = 24.649$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.001$), but not the quality of diet during sexual maturation (Tyrone–Ware $\chi^2 = 0.094$, d.f. = 1, $p = 0.759$) also affected female adult survival (figure 1b). Juvenile diet irreversibly influenced adult lifespan; females fed the poor-quality juvenile diet had a short adult lifespan, and females fed the good-quality juvenile diet had a long adult lifespan. However, there were no overall differences in the total recorded lifespan between females that survived to adulthood in all four treatment groups (figure 1c; Tyrone–Ware $\chi^2 = 0.078$, d.f. = 3, $p = 0.994$). This is because females fed the poor-quality juvenile diet had prolonged juvenile development and reduced adult lifespan, whereas females fed the good-quality diet had shorter juvenile development and a longer adult lifespan. Overall, this resulted in the same lifespan lived in different ways.

(b) Effect of juvenile and sexual maturation diets on somatic condition
The quality of diet during juvenile development had a significant effect on somatic condition (figure 2). Poor-quality diet during juvenile development resulted in a significantly higher body mass at adult eclosion (figure 2a; $F_{1,262} = 14.556$, $p < 0.001$). The quality of diet during juvenile development had a lesser effect on pronotum length, which approached, but did not reach, statistical significance ($F_{1,260} = 3.415$, $p = 0.066$). Using the residuals of mass at eclosion against pronotum width, nymphs raised on a poor-quality diet during juvenile development eclosed as adults with a greater mass for their size (measured as pronotum length), and thus in better condition, than those raised on a good-quality diet ($F_{1,207} = 41.261$, $p < 0.001$).

Female body mass changed between eclosion and the end of sexual maturation and that change depended on
both diet quality during juvenile development and an interaction between diets during juvenile development and sexual maturation (figure 2b). Adults that had experienced poor-quality juvenile diets as nymphs continued to gain mass during sexual maturation, while those that had experienced good-quality juvenile diets lost mass (F(1,207) = 51.937, p < 0.001). We found no direct effects of quality of diet during sexual maturation on mass (F(1,262) = 2.147, p = 0.144), but there was a significant interaction between juvenile and sexual maturation diets (F(1,262) = 4.618, p = 0.033). Females that had a good-quality juvenile diet that were switched to a poor juvenile diet lost more mass than females that continued to be fed the good-quality diet (F(1,119) = 8.923, p = 0.003).

The quality of diet during juvenile development, but not during sexual maturation, affected fat body stores at sexual maturity (figure 2c). Females that had experienced poor-quality juvenile diets had significantly larger fat bodies than those that had experienced good-quality juvenile diets (F(1,133) = 284.607, p < 0.001). There was no effect of diet quality during sexual maturation (F(1,133) = 0.946, p = 0.333), but there was a significant interaction between diet quality during juvenile development and sexual maturation (F(1,133) = 16.402, p < 0.001). Females from both juvenile diet groups that switched diet for sexual maturation lost fat body mass relative to the females that experienced the same sexual maturation diet as they had been fed as juveniles (figure 2c, Poor juvenile diet, F(1,53) = 6.338, p = 0.015; Good juvenile diet, F(1,80) = 10.509, p = 0.002).

(c) **Effect of juvenile and sexual maturation diets on reproductive physiology**

The quality of diet during both juvenile development and sexual maturation had a significant effect on ovarian physiology (figure 3). Poor-quality juvenile diet resulted in smaller ovaries (figure 3b; F(1,131) = 25.312, p < 0.001). However, good-quality diet during sexual maturation led to an increase in ovarian mass in individuals from both juvenile diet treatments (F(1,131) = 42.652, p < 0.001), and the magnitude of the increase depended on the diet experienced as a nymph (juvenile-sexual maturation F(1,131) = 6.076, p = 0.015). The observed increase in ovarian mass in females that had, at some point, experienced the good-quality diet was not related to an increase in ovariole number. Ovariole number was unaffected by the nutritional environment during either juvenile development or sexual maturation (figure 3c; F(1,130) = 11.636, p < 0.001). Good-quality diet during sexual maturation did not directly affect levels of ovarian apoptosis (figure 3c; F(1,130) = 9.406, p = 0.003). Good-quality diet during sexual maturation did not directly affect levels of ovarian apoptosis (F(1,130) = 3.287, p < 0.072), but there was a significant interaction between diet quality during juvenile development and sexual maturation (F(1,130) = 7.012, p = 0.009), with females that had experienced poor-quality diet during juvenile development showing an increase in levels of apoptosis with good-quality diet during sexual maturation (F(1,53) = 9.406, p = 0.003).

(d) **Effect of juvenile and sexual maturation diets on mating behaviour and reproductive success**

Diet quality during juvenile development, but not sexual maturation, affected female willingness to mate and female choosiness. Diet quality affected overall willingness to mate (R × C test of independence G(adj) = 13.276, d.f. = 3, p = 0.004). After 20 min, 27 per cent (6/22) of the females reared on the poor-quality diet at juvenile
and sexual maturation stages mated while 57 per cent (14/23) of the females that experienced poor diet during juvenile development and good-quality diet during sexual maturation mated, 62 per cent (22/35) of the females that experienced good diet during juvenile development followed by poor sexual maturation diet quality mated, and 77 per cent (21/27) of females that experienced good-quality diet throughout mated.

Males were equally willing to court females from all treatment groups. There was no effect of female diet quality during juvenile development (F1,97 = 0.084, p = 0.360) or during sexual maturation (F1,97 = 0.446, p = 0.506) on the time taken for males to initiate courtship (figure 4a). There was no significant interaction between juvenile and sexual maturation diet quality on male willingness to court (F1,97 = 0.181, p = 0.672). Of the females that responded to male courtship display, there was a significant effect of diet quality on female choosiness. Females that experienced a poor-quality diet during juvenile development required more courtship effort to accept a copulation than females that experienced a good-quality juvenile diet (F1,49 = 8.190, p = 0.006). There was no effect of diet quality during sexual maturation (F1,49 = 0.035, p = 0.852) and no interaction between diet quality during juvenile development and sexual maturation (F1,49 = 2.385, p = 0.129) on willingness to copulate.

Because so few females that had experienced a poor-quality diet during juvenile development mated, we were only able to analyse the effect of juvenile diet quality on the ability of females to produce offspring following mating. Females that experienced a poor-quality diet during juvenile development were not only less willing to mate, they were also less likely to produce offspring following mating (R × C test of independence Gadj = 9.916, d.f. = 1, p = 0.002). Of the 20 females that experienced a poor-quality juvenile diet that mated, only 7 produced any offspring. In contrast, 33 out of the 43 females that
experienced a good-quality juvenile diet and mated produced offspring.

4. DISCUSSION
In insects in which metamorphosis results in both a change in morphology and a change in ecological niche, poor juvenile diet is known to result in early reproduction, smaller adult body size and reduced fat stores. We find that the effects of poor juvenile conditions in a species in which juveniles and adults use a common niche results in slow juvenile growth, large fat stores, and no reduction in body size. Moreover, although the sum of juvenile development time and adult lifespan was the same in all the females that survived to adulthood, females reared on poor juvenile diets had protracted juvenile development, followed by a short adult lifespan, regardless of the quality of diet during sexual maturation. Females with a good diet during juvenile development, on the other hand, developed to adult quickly and lived longer as adults. Therefore, our data suggest that the resource allocation pathways in *N. cinerea* are established during juvenile development, and constrain adult plasticity, providing initial evidence that insects that share a common niche throughout their life history may have different life-history priorities from those that change niche. If plasticity to environmental change has an inverse relationship with environmental predictability, this would mean pauro-hemimetabolous insects, like *N. cinerea*, are less able to compensate for a poor start in life.

(a) Effect of juvenile and sexual maturation diets on growth and survival
Female lifespan did not differ among treatments, but the demographic composition did depend on juvenile conditions. Females fed the poor-quality juvenile diet had prolonged juvenile development and reduced adult lifespan, and females fed the good-quality diet had rapid juvenile development and a long adult lifespan. One hypothesis is that the extension of the juvenile period under the poor diet is to compensate for the suboptimal nutritional income by extending the period of growth to maintain the adult body size. Large adult body size is commonly associated with increased fecundity (e.g. Roff 1992; Taborsky 2006). However, in *N. cinerea*, there is no evidence that body size is correlated with fecundity (Moore et al. 2001, unpublished results) while fecundity may well depend on adult lifespan (Moore et al. 2003). The advantage, if any, of this reallocation is unclear. Developmental constraints may mean that body size is canalized, and females must reach a threshold size to mature; *N. cinerea* females are larger than males and take longer to develop (Barrett et al. 2009).

(b) Effect of juvenile and sexual maturation diets on somatic condition
Traditional life-history theory assumes that juvenile growth is strongly influenced by environmental factors like food and temperature (Roff 1992), and individuals grow at the rate that the environment permits. Our results may fit this constrained phenotype model, as females fed a poorer juvenile diet have slower growth and decreased fitness. Yet, the picture is more complicated because females reared on poor-quality diets had much larger fat stores than those reared on good diets. This suggests that females reared on poor juvenile diets are of better ‘condition’ (residual mass for size, Tomkins et al. 2004), but have lower fitness, measured as reproduction and longevity.

It is known that in other taxa in which juveniles and adults share a niche that some organisms are able to adjust the optimal rate for growth given the risk of nutritional deprivation in adulthood (Abrams et al. 1996; Gotthard 2000). Hence, females that develop in poor juvenile environments have reduced growth rate and store excess energy as insurance against further decrease in nutritional income. Likewise, females reared in good juvenile environments may increase the growth rate, but without the insurance of such great resource capital against starvation (Gotthard et al. 1994). The lack of plasticity to a metabolic trajectory dictated by the juvenile environment may be a developmental constraint as plasticity may be costly when predictability is high. Studies in mammals (Bertram & Hanson 2001), including correlations in humans (Hales & Barker 2001; Lindsay & Bennett 2001), show that poor early life nutritional conditions can lead to the adoption of a ‘thrifty phenotype’ (Hales & Barker 2001), programmed to perform best in poor-resource environments by storing food as fat and maintaining high blood glucose levels. This phenotype can become maladaptive under good conditions (Gluckman et al. 2005; Monaghan 2008), and poor juvenile diet followed by excess as adults can lead to a higher susceptibility to metabolic syndromes (Hales & Barker 2001; Ozanne et al. 2004). It is known that insects can be susceptible to metabolic syndromes (Schilder & Marden 2006), and as we fed cockroaches a standard diet after mating it is possible that the poor phenotype is ‘mismatched’ to the adult environment, and the constraint in ability to respond to current conditions may result in reduced fitness.

An alternative hypothesis is that females raised in poor juvenile conditions may be fat but malnourished as a consequence of compensatory feeding. If individuals require certain amounts of one nutritional component for adequate metabolic function, but concentration within the available diet is low, individuals may increase their food intake to obtain adequate proportions of the vital nutrients (Lee et al. 2008; Boggs 2009), and excess nutrients may be stored in the fat body (Cochran 1985). Accumulation of excess nutrients, particularly proteins, resulting from hyperphagia may also result in a build-up of toxic products, such as ammonia and sodium urate (Cochran 1985), and high-protein diets are known to decrease lifespan in *Drosophila melanogaster* (Lee et al. 2008). Hence, hyperphagia may reduce quality in seemingly high-condition individuals owing to ‘hidden’ malnutrition and toxicity of excess nutrients interfering with normal physiological functioning.

We do not think that hyperphagia fully explains our results. We might predict that hyperphagia stimulated by a limiting nutrient would be reduced once females switch from poor to good-quality diet. Or that hyperphagia would be stimulated in adults that were switched from good- to poor-quality diet. However, females fed a poor-quality juvenile diet continued to invest resources in storage and gained mass. Females fed the good-quality juvenile diet also continued to invest resources in...
reproduction and lost mass. Thus, these resource allocation trajectories were not responsive to a change in nutritional income. Ultimately, further work that explicitly tracks nutrients within the cockroach is required to decipher between hyperphagia and thrifty phenotype explanations.

(c) Effect of juvenile and sexual maturation diets on reproductive physiology and mating behaviour

We found that the females that were fed the poor diet in both periods did not invest in oocyte maturation, were not receptive to mates and continued to prioritize fat storage. This is perplexing as it is predicted that in animals that mature oocytes as adults, such as in *N. cinerea*, adult nutrients should have primacy in allocation to reproduction regardless of the quality of the diet (Boggs 1997a,b). However, it is becoming increasingly clear that trade-offs are complicated both by the quantity and quality of resources available during different life-history stages (Lee et al. 2008; Boggs 2009). Our data suggest the adult behavioural phenotype of *N. cinerea* was also dictated by juvenile conditions. When juveniles and adults share a common environment, females that experience poor conditions as juveniles may be unwilling to gamble their capital on a reproductive attempt. Among the females that were receptive, those that experienced the poor-quality diet as juveniles were more choosy, perhaps indicating that they would only risk reproduction with a high-quality male. Further work is required to investigate the effect of early life environment on age at sexual maturity, and the behavioural and life-history effects, especially in terms of lifetime reproductive success.

(d) Conclusion

Studies of life-history trade-offs across developmental stages are increasingly common. This work must include representatives from multiple taxa with alternative life-history strategies if we are to be able to generalize. Reproductive physiology can act as a mediator between environmental signals across a lifetime, but while some groups of organisms can respond adaptively to changing conditions, others, as shown in this study, may be constrained by past experience. It appears that paurohemimetabolous insects may be more representative of organisms where juveniles and adults share a common environment.
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